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Cardiovascular Disease in 
Canada

Today’s Challenges:

 Aging population = increased 
demand

 More educated population = 
increased expectations

 Current Systems = limitations to 
capacity
 Waiting lists
 Time to see specialists
 Time to patients receiving 

treatment



Prevention in Canada

Disease Guidelines are 
aggressively pushing for 
prevention

Associations are pushing 
directly to patients to 
seek treatment, prevent 
complications, etc.

Governments are 
investing in prevention



Improved Access is Critical for 
Patients in and around Windsor

 Shorten wait times for non emergency patients 
to see a Cardiologist 

 Shorten wait times for diagnostic testing

Continuity of Care – we are with you every 
step of the way

 Patients should not have to travel to 
neighboring cities for testing



Care Advantage
Specialized Team

Highly Trained Professionals
 The only clinic directed by a 

cardiologist recognized by the 
American Society of Echo as a 
Fellow of American Society of 
Echo, FASE

 Skill in Interpretation is KEY
 Reducing patient anxiety by 

showing instructional videos of 
tests that will be completed

Wadea M. Tarhuni, MD
FACP, FACC,FRCPC,FASE,CBCCT,Cardiologist



Windsor Cardiac Centres
Main Site

Access 
 Reduced waiting time for diagnostic testing

 Care delivered in the local community

Care
 Patient centric model, personal friendly staff 

 MD centric model with quick follow-up consult letters

Technology
 State of the art technology delivered by a highly qualified team



Access Advantage
Windsor Cardiac Centres

Our goal is to reduce time to receiving 
needed testing as much as possible

assess refer test report intervention

24-48 hours 24-48 hrs ASAP ~1 Week

Target walk-in 
to 48 hours,

Same day 
preliminary 
results and

report to follow 
to referring GP

Immediate 
Intervention 

where 
necessary



Clinic Services:

 Stress Echo

 Stress Testing

Walk in Loop Monitor

Walk in Holter

Walk in Ambulatory 
24 hour BP (40 
charge)

 INR Clinic

Walk-in ECG

Walk in ABI

Cardiac Consult

 Echocardiogram



Technology Advantages
Stress Echocardiography

 Provides similar diagnostic and prognostic 
accuracy as nuclear 

 No environmental impact

 Non-invasive & More Patient Friendly (1 hour test)

 No biohazards for the patient and the physician

 Reduces stress on nuclear for other tests
1/ September 2007 issue of the Journal of the American Society of Echocardiography [1]. Lead author Dr Patricia A Pellikka (Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN) 

Google “Stress Echo vs. Nuclear” 

1

http://www.theheart.org/article/article/813651.do


Technology Advantages
Investing in Your Community

GE Vivid E9

 Image matters

The most advanced echo 
system on Canada

4D technology 2D
Vivid 

4D



Technology Advantages
Investing in Our Community

Wireless & Bluetooth-ECG-Loop-
Recorder
 Automatic 24 hour recording 

and monitoring
 Wireless technology
 No patient action required

Automatically Alerts 
Cardiologist at the first sign 

of abnormal events



Windsor Cardiac Centre
Main Site
Specialized Staff

Leading Edge Equipment

 Improved Communication

Reduced Waiting Times 

Windsor Cardiac Centre's certified accredited 
trainers will be conducting AED Certification 

Programs in the community



Except from Mayo Clinic Findings
Rochester, MN - New guidelines for the performance, interpretation, and application of stress 

echocardiography have been published in the September 2007 issue of the Journal of the 
American Society of Echocardiography [1]. Lead author Dr Patricia A Pellikka (Mayo Clinic, 
Rochester, MN) told heartwire this is the first update to recommendations on stress echo since 1998 
and that the field has changed considerably since then.

"In the 1998 document, the key thing noted was that stress echo was 'promising' for prognosis, and now 
'promising' is a tremendous understatement," she says. "So we thought that rather than doing an 
update we would produce a comprehensive document, and it has undergone extensive peer 
review."

She adds: "We want this to serve as a reference document: providing recommendations for how much 
training is needed to be competent in performing stress echoes; giving advice on how to perform a 
stress echo; detailing what the standards are for reporting the findings; and describing how the test 
results can be applied to managing a patient. We have also provided a summary of all the 
prognostic information—ie, how stress echo can be used for risk stratification in different patient 
populations.“

Stress echo: A most versatile test
Pellikka says that since 1998 there has been a wealth of outcomes data published on the role of 
stress echo in predicting myocardial viability. "But that's not all. One of the special things about 
stress echo is that it is so versatile, you get so much information from this stress test, and this 
document recommends that you include all that information in your interpretation.

"You are not just looking at whether or not there is ischemic heart disease [IHD]. You can also take a 
look at the valves, the aorta, the chamber sizes, and wall thickness, and these things might just help 
you to recognize other causes of chest pain besides IHD," she notes.

Stress echo provides "so much information that isn't available with other tests, such as nuclear 
cardiology, and has the advantage of not requiring radiation," Pellikka continues. Also, it can be 
performed at lower costs. She explains that, at the Mayo Clinic, "nuclear cardiology was really well 
established when we started stress echo—and there were some who thought it wouldn't grow—but 
stress echo has now surpassed nuclear cardiology in terms of the numbers of tests performed."



http://www.theheart.org/article/article/813651.do
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